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Text Box
This is a Generic version with the most common trim configurations included.  If the project is furnished with a Shop Drawing Packet prepared by WINCO, a project specific installation manual may also be issued in PDF format along with the 1st Shop Drawing Submittal.  A project specific manual supersedes this generic manual.



https://www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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Stacked Installation 
Gravity Anchor 
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Generic frame & trim extrusions shown, actual extrusions used may differ. 

Below is a short list of the most common extrusion profiles used in combination with Gravity Anchors. 
This list does not a complete selection of all available extrusions. It is only intended to serve as a guide 
how to correctly determine the installation position of the gravity anchor(s) relative to the window 
immediately below the horizontal stack joint. 
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L 4x2x1/4 x 1-1/4" 
AL 6061-T6 Extruded Angle 
Mill Finish, Gravity Anchor 
2 per horizontal Stack 
Furnished by WINGO 
Installed by Installing Company 

1 1 2 

L 4x2x1/4 x 1-1/4" 

1 5/3 2 13/16 

L 4x2x1/4 X 1-1/4" 
AL 6061-T6 Extruded Angle 
Mill Finish, Gravity Anchor 
2 per horizontal Stack 
Furnished by WINGO 
Installed by Installing Company 

Separate Gravity Anchor and 
Window Sill with 1/32 Hi-Impact Shim 
for thermal separation . 
Furnished & Installed by Installing Company 

F14-149 

AL 6061-T6 Extruded Angle 
Mill Finish, Gravity Anchor 
2 per horizontal Stack 
Furnished by WINGO 
Installed by Installing Company 

Typical for all Horizontal Stacks with Gravity Anchor: 

This Expansion Joint may vary from 1/8" to 1/4" depending on the project's 
overall opening sizes, window and trim configuration. 
Snap trim installation: 

Joint Size [in]= Rough Opening size (in) x 0.000_013 x t,, T (°F) 
number of horizontal expansion Joints 

Receptor Installation: 

Joint Size [in] _/Rough Opening size (in) x 0.000013 x t,,T (°F) }- 1/4" 
number of horizontal expansion joints 

Refer to the actual nominal joint size indicated on the project specific shop 
drawings. 

(800) 525-8089 Stacked Installation 2 Inch - 3 www.wincowindow.com 
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